Yellow pedflag, 14”x14”, 24” handle with pedflag man design and city logo imprinted on to flag (custom order) and added reflective tape
Pieces for plastic container used in downtown Kirkland with yellow flags
Plastic holder is an eight quart food container and lid purchased from a restaurant supply vendor. Corrugated plastic from a sign print shop is used as dividers to help hold flags erect in bucket. The lid has been modified to help retain the dividers in the container and allow flags to be picked up and returned at ease. Two metal bars, one inside the container and one outside, act as stiffeners to help strengthen the container at its mounting points. The parts are modified and assembled by public work staff.
Parts assembly
Decals with messages

- 62 people have been injured or killed in crosswalks in Kirkland.
  - Not carrying a flag: 62
  - Carrying a flag: 0

- Take It to Make It

- reminds you to Take It to Make It
Attach to sign brackets, holes are spaced 4 ½ “ apart.
Assemble and fill with flags
Flag stands downtown
Flag stands downtown
Same stand, two views
Stainless steel can used as pedflag holder
Comparison in size, both will hold up to 15 flags. The smaller diameter of the can holds the flags without the use of a divider as used in the bucket.
Stainless steel container
Flag stands downtown and sidewalk stencil
Flag stands downtown
Stainless steel container is a 4 ¼ quart bain marie purchased from a restaurant supply vendor, they are also easily found on the internet. We are using these to replace plastic container currently in use. They are more durable, have a cleaner look, and less parts to maintain when compared to the plastic container. Parts are modified by public works staff.
Stainless steel container mounted to same sign brackets as plastic container.
Combination of stainless steel can and new sign
Original iron pipe holders with orange flag, holders are fabricated by welding students from local tech college.
Orange flag (used with iron pipe holders), 18”x18”, 24” handle with reflective tape added
Instructional signs used with orange pedflags, original and redesigned sign
Pedflag stands in neighborhoods
Alternative Flag Holder created from pvc pipe